MARIN COUNTY HAZARDOUS & SOLID WASTE
MANAGEMENT JOINT POWERS AUTHORITY
AB 939 LOCAL TASK FORCE – CONSTRUCTION AND DEMOLITION (C&D) SUBCOMMITTEE
MEETING
Wednesday, September 9, 2015
1600 Los Gamos, Suite 211
San Rafael, CA
2:00 – 3:30 PM
AGENDA
Call to Order.
1) Introductions
2) Provide Recommendations on C&D Certification and Outreach (Action)
a) Review and Comment on Recommendations in the Revised Executive Summary to R3 Report
on C&D Certification and Outreach
b) Review and Comment on a Draft Revised Model Ordinance, C&D Certification
Recommendations, and Outreach / C&D Recycling Form
c) Move Recommendations regarding acceptance of the R3 Report, Model Ordinance, C&D
Certifications and Outreach / C&D Recycling Form for the October 7 LTF Meeting
d) Next Steps
3) Update on Roofs to Roads (Information)
4) Update on Caltrans Specification for Use of Recycled Content in Road Base and Paving
(Information)
5) Update on AB 2355 implementation (Information)
6) Open Time for Comments (Information)
The next scheduled LTF Meeting is October 7, 2015 at 8:30 AM.
The full agenda including staff reports can be viewed at:
http://zerowastemarin.org/Agenda
F:\Waste\JPA\JPA Agenda Items\Subcommittee Meeting\15-09-09 C&D\15-09-09 Subcommittee Meeting.doc

All public meetings and events sponsored or conducted by the County of Marin are held in accessible
sites. Requests for accommodations may be requested by calling (415) 473-4381 (voice) (415) 473-3232
(TTY) at least four work days in advance of the event. Copies of documents are available in alternative
formats, upon written request.

Contact the County’s Waste Management Division, at 473-6647 for more information
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Executive Summary
R3 Consulting Group, Inc. (R3) was engaged by the Marin County Hazardous and Solid Waste
Management Joint Powers Authority (Zero Waste Marin) to conduct certification of
construction and demolition (C&D) recycling facilities and provide outreach to eleven Zero
Waste Marin member agencies regarding the 2014 Model C&D Ordinance (Model Ordinance)
adopted by the Zero Waste Marin Board of Directors on May 22, 2014. R3 previously assisted
Zero Waste Marin with the development of its prior Model Ordinance (2011) as well as the first
(2011) and second (2013) rounds of processing facility certifications.
At the inception of this project, R3 and Zero Waste Marin staff established that the overall goal
is to support maximum levels of cost effective C&D diversion while minimizing
administrative, financial, and operational burdens to member agencies, property owners,
permit holders and builders.
Upon conclusion of our work with C&D facility operators and the member agencies, R3 issued a
draft report in May 2015 detailing our methodologies, findings, and recommendations for:


Recertifying C&D recycling facilities;



Revising the Model Ordinance; and



Providing o further outreach and assistance to the Member Agencies.

Based on discussions with and comments received by the Zero Waste Marin Local Agency Task
Force (LTF) and the LTF Subcommittee on C&D recycling, R3 has refined our recommendations.
The aim of these refinements is to ensure that Zero Waste Marin C&D policies and programs
achieve the intended goals of this project as stated above, while also ensuring that Zero Waste
Marin and its member agencies are in a position to consider and adopt C&D ordinances,
programs and policies that improve on what has already been accomplished.

Key Findings
One of the main findings R3 made during the course of this project is that holding C&D facilities
to minimum standards of diversion, e.g. 50%, 70%, 85%, etc. creates a negative incentive for
those facilities to process loads of waste containing significant amounts of divertible C&D
materials.
R3 had identified this as a potential concern prior to starting this project, and during its course
found that, as a direct result of minimum diversion thresholds, C&D facility operators may not
sort loads containing less than the target amount of divertible C&D materials. This is because,
as facility operators admit, processing loads that contain low amounts of perfectly divertible
materials – for example, 25% metal and wood – but are otherwise comprised of non-divertible
materials, brings down the diversion percentage. The reverse effect, of course, is that only
processing loads that contain a high amount of divertible materials yields a high diversion
percentage, but lower overall diversion.
Figure 1, on the following page, demonstrates this effect:

R3 Consulting Group, Inc.
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It is important to note that this dichotomy is only an issue because C&D facilities have
discretion to direct the flow of incoming waste to landfill or C&D sorting, unless C&D material
generators require that their materials are sorted for diversion. Though the current Model
Ordinance does state that facility operators must sort all loads of mixed C&D materials, loads
containing C&D materials are varied in content; unless a load contains high levels of divertible
materials or is specifically requested at the scale house, determining whether a load is a “C&D
load” is subject to discretion, and is influenced by the incentive to keep the diversion
percentage high.
Increasing the demand for C&D diversion services one of the main (albeit unstated) objectives
of both CALGreen and local C&D Ordinances; putting the responsibility to divert their materials
on the generator of those materials makes sense, and is an effective way to increase diversion.
Our recommendations around additional member agency outreach and education as well as
region-wide implementation of a revised Model Ordinance are specifically intended to educate
and incentivize generators to make sure that their C&D materials are in fact diverted (e.g. by
making sure they ask for it at the scale hours).
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Revised Recommendations
R3’s original recommendations to 1) reduce diversion threshold for C&D facilities to 50%
including ADC and 2) certify C&D facilities to that threshold were an incomplete attempt to
address the symptoms of this dichotomy. Thanks to the comments and concerns raised by the
LTF and subcommittee, which were carefully considered during these revisions, R3 is now
proposing a revised set of recommendations that we believe will eliminate the impacts of this
dichotomy by focusing on complete diversion of known divertible materials.
Our intention is to establish a revised policy approach that would reduce the negative effect
that percent diversion thresholds have on overall diversion, and recognize when C&D facilities
considered for recertification are effectively sorting their materials for diversion and recovering
maximum levels of divertible materials.
Specifically, we believe these revised recommendations will:


Achieve specific reductions in the amount of divertible materials being landfilled by
Marin County (i.e. increased diversion);



Minimize the amount of municipal staff and contractor administration required to
simultaneously achieve 100% compliance with CALGreen;



Establish the intent to capture 100% of divertible C&D materials generated in Marin
County; and



Foster a policy approach under which capture of newly divertible C&D materials can be
required, yielding the potential for ongoing diversion increases.

Recertify C&D recycling facilities that meet the currently established diversion thresholds


Re-certify the facilities that meet the currently established certification standards (e.g. 50%
diversion without ADC); and



Take no action regarding the remaining facilities until revised Certification Standards can be
developed and approved, and then proceed to complete the certification process and consider
any revisions to the Certified Facilities list.

Revise the Model Ordinance [See Attachment]


Target 100% diversion of a divertible C&D materials;



Establish finding that the Ordinance is stricter than, and thus supersedes, CALGreen;



Require all building permit applicants to complete a modest “diversion form” wherein they
agree to direct all wastes to certified facilities (or source separate / deconstruct / minimum
waste generation target.); and



Remove avoided disposal fees.

Provide Additional Outreach and Assistance to Member Agencies


Request that all members utilize standardized program approaches, forms and outreach for
their C&D programs, and provide direct support to all members during implementation of these
approaches;

R3 Consulting Group, Inc.
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Require building permit applicants to use a certified facility for mixed C&D;



Work with member agencies to implement standardized Diversion Forms; and



Encourage member agencies to adopt the revised Model Ordinance, and provide assistance in
Ordinance adoption.

Revise the facility certification standards to meet the terms of the new Ordinance


Required mixed C&D processing facilities to divert 100% of divertible C&D materials; and



Require mixed C&D processing facilities to process the contents of all C&D loads as requested by
customers and otherwise meet the terms of the revised Model Ordinance.

Conduct re-certification of facilities that were unable to be certified during the prior round of
certification


Follow-up with remaining facilities to complete certification process under revised certification
standards.

Detailed Findings
C&D Facilities
R3 worked with eight C&D recycling facilities and five reuse facilities that wished to be recertified under
Marin’s certification program; there is also one new reuse facility, Marin Community Benefit
Cooperative, achieved certification under Marin’s certification program.
Of the C&D recycling facilities, there are seven recycling facilities that accept mixed C&D continue to
effectively recover marketable materials from mixed C&D loads. The remaining recycling facility –
Asphalt Shingles Recyclers, LLC – continues to effectively recover and market asphalt from source
separated asphalt shingle roofing loads. All eight of these recycling facilities achieved greater than 50%
diversion in 2014, when tons used as alternative daily cover (ADC) are counted towards diversion;
however, only four recycling facilities achieved greater than 50% diversion in 2014 without ADC tons
counted towards diversion.
All operators of recycling facilities that sort mixed C&D materials stated that percentage diversion
standards create a disincentive for facilities to divert more C&D materials. This is because facility
operators are often are in the position to make their own determinations about which loads of incoming
materials will be designated as C&D for processing as a result of significant variability in the
recoverability of contents in any given C&D load (which can and often does include materials that are
not specifically C&D materials).
As such, facility operators often choose to process only loads with recoverable materials at or above the
level of diversion required by the certifying agency (e.g., in Marin, at or above 50% not including ADC).

Model C&D Ordinance
Diversion Reports estimating the amount of C&D waste expected to be generated by each project are
unnecessary in most cases, and can be an administrative burden to members and permit applicants.
Minimum diversion of 100% of clean asphalt and concrete (when markets exist) and 50% diversion of all
remaining C&D materials is reasonable for most projects if non “green material” ADC is counted as
diversion. The Model Ordinance established a reasonable level of diversion from mixed C&D materials
for the vast majority of building projects in Marin County; however, projects seeking higher rates of
diversion (e.g. 80% or more) for LEED credits or Build It Green points may not meet diversion goals
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simply by processing mixed C&D materials using certified facilities, since those loads would only receive
credit for diversion rate for that facility (and not all facilities can or do meet 80% diversion thresholds,
especially if ADC is not counted as diversion).
Avoided disposal fees may be unnecessary and overly burdensome for implementation by most member
agencies. Exemptions to the ordinance are often difficult to administer, and often aren’t tracked by
member agencies; it may be more administratively efficient to require that all projects divert any waste
generated.

Member Agencies
Nine participating member agencies have adopted C&D ordinances; Corte Madera and Ross do not have
C&D ordinances, but do have requirements under CALGreen. Of those nine, only Mill Valley, Larkspur
and Tiburon have a C&D ordinance modeled after Zero Waste Marin’s 2011 Model Ordinance (though
Larkspur has not implementing the Model Ordinance). San Rafael and Marin County (County) had
previously adopted a version of the 2011 Model Ordinance, but have subsequently amended the
ordinance to refer to CALGreen’s mandatory requirements for C&D recycling. All of the members are
aware of and have planned for compliance with CALGreen’s mandatory diversion requirements for C&D
materials, though most members should improve their documentation processes in order to meet
CalRecycle requirements for municipal implementation of CALGreen.
Most members report that administration of their C&D ordinance/CALGreen requirements was not a
significant burden to staff or contractors, though Corte Madera and Fairfax did report significant
administrative burden. All member agencies have essentially the same process for implementing their
C&D ordinances and programs, entailing an initial waste management plan, encouraging permit holders
to direct waste to certified facilities (which according to members and the Marin Builders Association,
the vast majority of all projects do), and requiring documentation prior to final inspection. All member
agencies provide waste management plan forms to most permit applicants as the primary form of C&D
recycling outreach.
Few member agencies provide the list of certified facilities, and only Belvedere provides supplemental
outreach and education to building permit applicants. All members, except Corte Madera and Fairfax,
report that permit applicants are now reasonably familiar with C&D program/CALGreen requirements,
and that compliance has become the expected standard practice for doing business in Marin County. All
members, except Corte Madera and Fairfax, report near 100% compliance with their C&D
ordinances/CALGreen requirements.
Deposits and/or avoided disposal fees are administratively burdensome to most member agencies, with
few member agencies implementing a deposit or avoided disposal fee element for their programs. Staff
from all member agencies agree that a county-wide standardized approach to C&D ordinance and
program implementation could facilitate greater administrative efficiency for member agency staff and
contractors. Mill Valley in particular as well as other members continue to desire options for
encouraging and facilitating greater than 50% diversion from certain C&D projects. Several members
have green building ordinances or interests that intersect with C&D diversion programs, but R3 found
little coordination between C&D ordinances and programs and green building efforts on the whole.
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ORDINANCE NO. ___
AN ORDINANCE OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF ______ AMENDING THE MUNICIPAL
CODE BY ADDING A NEW [OR REPLACING EXISTING] ARTICLE XX
(CONCERNING THE COLLECTION, RECYCLING AND DISPOSAL OF WASTE
GENERATED FROM CONSTRUCTION, DEMOLITION, AND RENOVATION
PROJECTS WITHIN THE CITY OF ______)
SECTION 1 (ENACTMENT):
The City Council/Board of the City of ______ does ordain this ORDINANCE No. ___ in full,
amending the ______ Municipal Code by adding a new [OR REPLACING EXISTING] Article to
the ______ Municipal Code which shall read as follows:

ARTICLE XX.XX

COLLECTION, RECYCLING AND DISPOSAL OF WASTE
GENERATED FROM CONSTRUCTION, DEMOLITION, AND
RENOVATION PROJECTS WITHIN THE CITY/COUNTY OF
______

XX-1 FINDINGS
A. The City [or Town/County] finds that the State of California through its California
Waste Management Act of 1989 (AB 939) and Alternative Compliance Act of 2008
(SB 1016) requires that each local jurisdiction in the State divert 50% of discarded
materials from landfill garbage disposal on a per capita basis.
B. The City desires to implement a program to achieve the Marin County Hazardous
and Solid Waste Management Joint Powers Authority (Zero Waste Marin) goal to
increase the diversion of materials from landfill disposal and transformation facilities
to achieve 80% diversion goal by 2012 and Zero Waste by 2025.
C. The City finds that construction, demolition and renovation waste materials (C&D
Materials), which are comprised of the left over material resources and other wastes
resulting from construction, demolition and renovation projects, constitute
approximately 22% of waste generated within the City.
D. The City finds that the California Green Buildings Standards Code (CALGreen)
currently requires certain residential and commercial construction and demolition
projects to recycle or divert a minimum of 50% of nonhazardous C&D Materials, or
meet a more stringent local C&D ordinance.
E. The City finds that many C&D Materials can be diverted from landfill disposal via
recycling, composting, reuse, and other methods including use as biomass
conversion and alternative daily cover (for non-green waste materials only).
F. The City finds that each of following Divertible C&D Materials have significant
potential for diversion from landfill disposal:
i.

Lumber;

ii.

Non-treated or painted wood;

iii.

Drywall/gypsum/wallboard;
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iv.

Metals;

v.

Concrete, brick, masonry, ceramics and rocks;

vi.

Carpet and padding;

vii.

Plastic;

viii.

Pipe;

ix.

Dirt/soil/fill;

x.

Paper and cardboard;

xi.

Asphalt paving;

xii.

Asphalt shingles; and

xiii.

Green waste/green material.

G. The City finds that other C&D Materials may from time to time be designated by the
City and/or Zero Waste Marin as having significant feasible potential for diversion
and inclusion in the Divertible C&D Materials described above.
H. The City finds that, with few exceptions, it is currently feasible to divert near 100% of
Divertible C&D Materials.
I.

The City finds that exceptions to feasible diversion for each of these Divertible C&D
Materials may occur when they are:
i.

Painted or treated with hazardous paints, glues, sealants or other
chemicals;

ii.

Contaminated with materials that are otherwise not divertible or render
them not divertible;

iii.

Reduced in size, broken up and/or mixed to the degree that they cannot
be separated by currently available material sorting and recovery
processes; or

iv.

Not currently marketable as recyclable, reusable, compostable or
otherwise divertible materials or commodities, which may occur from time
to time depending on local, regional, national and international market
conditions and economies.

J. The City finds that building projects can seek to divert near 100% of Divertible C&D
Materials via a number of means, including:
i.

Deconstruction and/or reuse;

ii.

Recycling by source separation; and

iii.

Commingled collection and sorting of mixed C&D Materials with the
purpose of diverting all sorted Divertible C&D Materials.

K. The City finds that deconstruction, reuse, and recycling by source separation of
Divertible C&D Materials are the most desirable ways to ensure that resources are
used to their highest potential by reducing upstream waste, and reducing Marin’s
County’s ecological footprint.
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L. The City finds that deconstruction, reuse and recycling by source separation of
Divertible C&D Materials may not be possible for all building projects due a variety of
reasons, including but not limited to cost, type of building, project design, and site
space available for waste management activities.
M. The City finds that commingled collection and sorting of mixed C&D Materials with
the purpose of diverting all sorted Divertible C&D Materials is an important strategy
to ensure maximum diversion of C&D Materials.
N. The City finds that Zero Waste Marin currently reviews solid waste facilities that sort
mixed C&D Materials with the purpose of diverting all sorted Divertible C&D
Materials, and certifies those that achieve and document near 100% diversion of
Divertible C&D Materials in accordance with Zero Waste Marin’s C&D Facility
Certification standards (Certified C&D Recovery Facilities).
O. The City finds that achieving near 100% diversion of all currently feasible Divertible
C&D Materials described herein is essential to further the City’s efforts to reduce
waste and comply with AB 939, AB 32, AB 341, help achieve the State’s 75%
diversion goal by 2020 and Zero Waste Marin’s goal of Zero Waste by 2025, and
exceed CALGreen diversion requirements.
P. The City finds that achieving near 100% diversion of all Divertible C&D Materials will
be best accomplished by requiring all building projects that require a building permit
and will generate C&D Materials to divert all Divertible C&D Materials.
Q. The City finds that this Ordinance, because it targets near 100% diversion of all
Divertible C&D Materials, is more stringent than CALGreen’s 50% diversion
requirements.
R. The City finds that building projects that achieve compliance with this Ordinance will
also be compliant with the diversion requirements in CALGreen, as those
requirements may be amended or revised from time to time.

XX-2 C&D DIVERSION FORM REQUIRED
A. Except as otherwise specified in this Article, on or after the date this Ordinance is
enacted, each person whose building project will generate C&D Materials and requires a
building permit pursuant to Article XX.XX of this code shall complete a C&D Diversion
Form [SEE ATTACHED EXAMPLE].
B. No building permit shall be issued unless the applicant submits the C&D Diversion Form.
C. In the C&D Diversion Form the applicant must certify that near 100% of Divertible C&D
Materials will be diverted via:
i.
Deconstruction and/or reuse;
ii.
Source separation and diversion; or
iii.
Delivery of mixed loads of C&D Materials to a Certified C&D Recovery
Facility or other facility that is capable of and diverts near 100% of Divertible
C&D Materials. Commingled collection and sorting of mixed C&D Materials
with the purpose of diverting all sorted Divertible C&D Materials.
D. Except as otherwise specified in this Article, on or after the date this Ordinance is
enacted, each person who applies for a building permit pursuant to Article XX.XX of this
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code shall remit documentation of compliance with this Ordinance to the City prior to
final inspection and issuance of occupancy permit.

XX-3 C&D DIVERSION FORM EXEMPTIONS
A. A C&D Diversion Form shall not be required for the following:
i.

Work for which a building permit is not required under Article XX.XX.

ii.

Projects that require a building permit, but can be demonstrated not to generate
C&D Materials.

B. It is unlawful to split or separate a project into small work projects for the purpose of
evading the requirements of this Section XX-4.

XX-4 CERTIFIED C&D RECOVERY FACILITIES
A. Zero Waste Marin shall certify a C&D recovery facility only if the owner or operator of the
facility submits the following documentation satisfactory to Zero Waste Marin’s designee:
i.

The facility has obtained all applicable Federal, State, and local permits, and is in
full compliance with all applicable regulations;

ii.

Sorting of mixed C&D Materials is conducted such that near 100% of Divertible
C&D Materials are diverted, subject to the exceptions in this Ordinance;

iii.

Documentation of diversion of Divertible C&D Materials is provided to Zero
Waste Marin or its designee;

iv.

Documentation that C&D Materials which, after sorting, are designated as
residual for landfill disposal, do not contain measurable amounts of Divertible
C&D Materials (e.g. more than 5% or as otherwise determined by Zero Waste
Marin).

v.

Documentation that C&D Materials which, after sorting, are designated as ADC,
do not contain measurable amounts of Divertible C&D Materials that could be
diverted by other non-ADC means (e.g. more than 5% or as otherwise
determined by Zero Waste Marin).

B. Zero Waste Marin shall conduct recertification of Certified C&D Recovery Facilities
annually or as necessary to ensure that the above-mentioned standards are met.
C. Zero Waste Marin shall make available to the City a current list of Certified C&D
Recovery Facilities and reuse facilities.
D. The City shall make available to each building permit applicant a current list of Certified
C&D Recovery Facilities and reuse facilities.

XX-5 Definitions
A. “Alternative Daily Cover (ADC)” means disposal facility cover material, other than
organic waste / green material as defined by AB 1594, and at least six (6) inches of
earthen material, placed on the surface of the active face of the refuse fill area at the end
of each operating day to control vectors, fires, odor, blowing litter and scavenging, as
defined in Section 20164 of the California Code of Regulations.
B. “Applicant” means any individual, firm, limited liability company, association, partnership,
political subdivision, government agency, municipality, industry, public or private
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corporation, or any other entity whatsoever who applies to the City for the applicable
permits to undertake any construction, demolition or renovation project within the City.
C. “Biomass Conversion" means the controlled combustion, when separated from other
solid waste and used for producing electricity or heat, of (1) agricultural crop residues;
(2) bark, lawn, yard, and garden clippings; (3) leaves, silviculture residue, tree and brush
pruning; (4) wood, wood chips, and wood waste; or (5) non-recyclable pulp or nonrecyclable paper.
D. “CALGreen” means the 2013 Green Building Standards Code, as adopted by the City
per Ordinance #XXXX, and as is hereafter amended by Chapter YYYY (Section Z.ZZ.Z)
of the City’s Municipal Code.
E. “CALGreen Diversion Requirement” means the requirement to recycle and/or salvage for
reuse a minimum threshold of the non-hazardous C&D waste in accordance with
CALGreen Section 4.408 (residential projects) and Section 5.408 (commercial projects).
This threshold is 50% for the 2013 Green Building Standards Code, and may change
over time as the Green Buildings Standards Code is amended and adopted by the City.
If the requirement to recycle and/or salvage for reuse in CALGreen is changed, including
but not limited to changes in the percentage of required recycling/salvage for reuse,
changes in the section numbers referring to recycling requirements, or changes in the
definition of recycling, then this definition will refer to the appropriate terms and sections
in the most updated and adopted Green Building Standards Code.
F. “Certified C&D Recovery Facility” means a recycling, composting, materials recovery or
reuse facility determined to process incoming C&D materials to divert from landfill
disposal or transformation for which the Zero Waste Marin has issued a certification.
G. “C&D Diversion Form” means a form issued by the Director to be completed and
submitted by the Applicant when applying for a building permit and prior to final
inspection and issuance of occupancy permit. The form shall contain documentation of
the diversion of C&D waste including use of a Certified C&D Recovery Facility, all
receipts from recycling/reuse/disposal facilities used, and such additional information
deemed necessary by the Director to document accomplishment of the requirements of
this Ordinance.
H. “C&D Materials” means used or discarded materials generated from construction,
remodeling, repair, deconstruction, demolition, and renovation activities performed on
any pavement, dwelling, commercial building, or other structure. Such materials include,
but are not limited to: dirt, sand, rock, concrete, gravel, bricks, plaster, gypsum
wallboard, ferrous and non-ferrous scrap, glass, asphalt material, plastics, roofing
material, cardboard and other associated packaging, carpeting, cinder blocks, electrical
wire, fiberglass, fixtures, granite, marble, pressboard, porcelain, stucco, ceramic tile,
vinyl, wood, masonry, remnants of new materials (including paper, plastic, carpet scraps,
wood scraps, scrap metal and packaging material), and plant debris resulting from land
clearing and landscaping activities related to construction, remodeling, repair,
deconstruction, demolition, and renovation activities.
I.

“Deconstruction” means a process to carefully dismantle or remove usable materials
from structures prior to, or as an alternative to, demolition.

J. “Director” means the City Manager, including his or her designee.
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K. “Diversion” or “Diverted” means a reduction of the amount of waste being disposed in a
landfill or transformation facility by any of the following methods:
vi.

Use of new construction methods, as described in regulations promulgated
by Director, that reduce the amount of waste generated;

vii.

On-site re-use of the waste;

viii.

Source separation;

ix.

Delivery of the waste from the site to a Certified C&D Recovery Facility
described in Section XX-4;

x.

Other methods as approved in regulations promulgated by the Director.

L. “Divertible C&D Materials” means those C&D Materials which have significant potential
for diversion from landfill disposal, as may be modified by Zero Waste Marin from time to
time, including but not limited to:
i.

Lumber;

ii.

Non-treated or painted wood;

iii.

Drywall/gypsum/wallboard;

iv.

Metals;

v.

Concrete, brick, masonry, ceramics and rocks;

vi.

Carpet and padding;

vii.

Plastic;

viii.

Pipe;

ix.

Dirt/soil/fill;

x.

Paper and cardboard;

xi.

Asphalt paving;

xii.

Asphalt shingles; and

xiii.

Green waste/green material.

S. “Landfill Disposal” means the process by which waste materials are placed in the
ground and buried without being recycled or diverted by other means.
T. “Joint Powers Authority” or “Zero Waste Marin” means the Marin County Hazardous
and Solid Waste Management Joint Powers Authority.
U. “Project” means a construction, demolition or renovation project for which a building
permit is required under Chapter XXXX, with the exception of a project exempted
under Section XX-4.
V. “Recyclable Materials” means segregated residential, commercial or industrial byproducts of some potential economic value, set aside, handled, packaged, or offered
for collection in a manner different from garbage destined for landfill disposal.
Recyclable Materials include, but are not limited to, paper, glass, cardboard, plastics,
ferrous and non-ferrous metals, yard and lawn trimmings and food scraps.
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W. “Recycle/Recycling” means the collection of Recyclable Materials that would
otherwise be discarded without receiving compensation and returning them to the
economy in the form of raw materials for new, reused, or reconstituted products in
compliance with AB 939 diversion requirements and CALGreen.
X. “Reuse” means using an object or material again, either for its original purpose or for
a similar purpose, without significantly altering the physical form of the object or
material.

Y. "Transformation" means incineration, pyrolysis, distillation, gasification or biological
conversion other than composting. "Transformation" does not include composting or
biomass conversion.
Z. “Zero Waste Marin’s C&D Facility Certification Standards” means the set of
guidelines for certifying Certified C&D Recovery Facilities, as they are adopted
and/or amended by Zero Waste Marin from time to time.

SECTION 2 (SEVERABILITY):
If any section, subsection, subdivision, paragraph, sentence, clause or phrase of this Article XX,
or any part thereof is for any reason held to be unconstitutional or invalid or ineffective by any
court of competent jurisdiction, such decision shall not affect the validity or effectiveness of the
remaining portions of this Article XX or any part thereof.
The City Council hereby declares that it would have passed each section, subsection,
subdivision, paragraph, sentence, clause or phrase of this Article XX irrespective of that fact that
one or more sections, subsections, subdivisions, paragraphs, sentences, clauses or phrases be
declared unconstitutional or invalid or effective. To this end, the provisions of this Article are
declared to be severable.

SECTION 3 (EFFECTIVE DATE):
This Article XX shall take effect thirty (30) days after its passage.

SECTION 4 (NOTICE):
[Jurisdiction should insert the relevant notice requirements here]
ADOPTED BY THE FOLLOWING VOTE:
AYES:
NOES:
ABSENT:
ABSTAIN:
Mayor:

_____________________________

City Clerk:

_____________________________
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PAGE 4

PAGE 1

R E C Y C L I N G o f construction and
demolition (C&D) materials is REQUIRED!

ON
LY

C&D Recycling Tracking Sheet

[insert images]

 C&D recycling is required for all loads of C&D materials.
 If using a Certified Facility, you must ask for your load to be sorted for recycling!
 Documentation is easy – just staple paper “weight tickets” from Certified Facilities to this form.
 Make it easy – just have your hauler or contractor show the scale house operator this form!
Ticket #

Facility Name

Materials Sorted for
Recycling (Y/N)?

STEP 1

T

Date

[insert
city name
here]

HERE’S THE

RE
VI

EW

DR

AF

EASY
METHOD:

IMPORTANT: You must collect all weight tickets and staple them to this sheet to provide proof of recycling. Check your tickets at the
facility to make sure each states that the load will be sorted as C&D. For example, your ticket may say “C&D MATERIAL” or
“Construction Debris.” At the completion of your project, present this sheet and all weight tickets to your local enforcement agency.

Congratulations! You prevented tons of material from being landfilled.
Thank you for recycling!

Complete this form
and sign below.

STEP 2

Send C&D materials to a
Certified Facility for
recycling.
Certified Facility
operators must provide
documentation that
C&D materials were
sorted for recycling.

STEP 3
Collect weight tickets
for each load. All C&D
loads must be sorted
recycled.
Check your weight ticket.
Your ticket must state
the load was sorted as
C&D for recycling.

Z E R O W A S T E MA R IN + C A LG R E E N E X PE C T A T IO N S F O R Y O UR P R O J E C T :


Consider reuse and deconstruction first. See ZERO WASTE MARIN WEBSITE for more details.



Have your mixed C&D materials sorted by a Certified Facility and insist on having C&D materials sorted as C&D
for recycling.



Save documentation of recycling via weight tickets from Certified Facilities or other documentation using page
4 of this form and submit it to the City prior to final inspection.

I hereby certify under penalty of perjury that I will recycle C&D materials from my project via (select one):


EASY METHOD: Use a Certified Facility to sort C&D materials for recycling (page 3) and you are done!



DETAILED METHOD: Recycle C&D materials via deconstruction, reuse, and/or source separation, or calculate a
maximum amount of waste from the project – requires completion of detailed information on the back (page 2)
of this form and detailed tracking of weight tickets for all materials generated by your project.

x _____________________________________
SIGNATURE

_________________________
DATE

[city name] | [dept. name] | [address] | [telephone] | [website]
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PAGE 2

PAGE 3

DETAILED PROCESS: Deconstruction, Reuse, Source Separation

ON
LY

CERTIFIED FACILITIES LIST

1. ATTENTION: Only use this form if you DID NOT select the EASY PROCESS on PAGE 1 of this form.
Project Name:

Mixed C&D Processing Facilities

Project Location:
Building Permit #:

Project Sq. Ft.:

Contractor Name:

Telephone:

2.
3.
4.

Telephone:

Construction waste generated on this project for transport to a recycling facility will be: (check appropriate box)
□ Sorted on-site (source separated)
□ Deconstruction and/or reuse
□ Maximum disposal estimate per CALGreen
The method of waste tracking to be used on this project will be: (check one box)
□ Weight
□ Volume
Please identify construction and demolition waste materials that will be generated during the course of this project, and how they
will be diverted (efficient usage, recycling, reuse on the project, or salvage for future use or sale).
Diversion Method

Transfer Facility

Joshua Fookes, Owner

Joshua Fookes, President

5900 Coliseum Way
Oakland, CA 94621
(510) 636-1166

725 Independent Rd.
Oakland, CA 94621
(510) 636-0852

Rebecca Jewell,
Recycle Program
Manager

Steve Kelley,
General Manager

joshfookes@gmail.com

joshfookes@gmail.com

❻ Redwood Landfill &

SIGNATURE

_________________________

DATE

❽ Windsor Material

Sanitary Landfill

Recovery Facility

Nik Minton

Ramin Khany,
District Manager

John Valles,
Operation Manager

Dustin Abbot,
Vice President

8950 Redwood Highway
Novato, CA 94945
(415) 408-9053

1 Parr Blvd.
Richmond, CA 94801
(510) 970-7246

590 Caletti Ave.
Windsor, CA 95492
(707) 838-2597

rkhany@wm.com

jvalles@republic
services.com

dabbot@pacific
sanitation.com

DR

EW

RE
VI

x _____________________________________

stevek@devlin
roadrecycling.com

Recycling Center

Reuse Facilities

❾ The Away Station

I hereby certify that this project will adhere to the following:
a. Every effort will be made to use reuse and or recycling measures to reduce the amount of construction waste and other
materials sent to landfills. Whenever possible, site-sorted debris boxes shall be used to segregate construction waste materials
to maximize materials diversion.
b. All personnel that will be performing any work on the project site will receive and read a copy of the Construction Waste
Management Plan (CWMP). Additionally, all personnel shall be instructed on the location and proper use of debris boxes for
disposal of C&D materials.
c. The process of waste management, recycling and reuse of construction waste materials will be monitored regularly to ensure
compliance with the CWMP during the course of the project.
d. A record will be kept of the total amount of construction waste leaving the project site by weight or by volume, and how these
materials will be disposed. This includes copies of tickets or detailed receipts from all loads of C&D materials removed from
the project site.
e. All supporting documentation which demonstrates compliance with the CWMP will be provided to the
[INSERT CITY NAME & DEPT. HERE] upon completion of the project.

❼ West Contra Costa

889 Devlin Rd.
American Canyon, CA 94503
(707) 256-3500 x1221

Recovery Center

nicholas.minton@marin
sanitary.com

6.

2615 Davis St.
San Leandro, CA 94577
(510) 563-4214
rjewell@wm.com

565 Jacoby St.
San Rafael, CA 94901
(415) 458-5646

The facility (or facilities) where the construction waste material will be taken is: (attach separate sheets for additional facilities)
Name of Facility: _________________________________________________________________________
Address: _____________________________________________________________________________
Telephone: __________________________________________________________________________

❹ Devlin Road Recycling &

Transfer Station

❺ Marin Resource

5.

❸ Davis Street

Recycling, LLC

AF

Material

❷ Commercial Waste &

Recyclers, LLC

T

Owner Name:

❶ Asphalt Shingle

⓬ Heritage Salvage

Carrie Bachelder

Karen Helms

109 Broadway Blvd.
Fairfax, CA 94930
(415) 453-4221

1473 Petaluma Blvd. South
Petaluma, CA 94952
(415) 453-4221

carrie@theawaystation.org

office@heritagesalvage.com

❿ Building Resources

⓭ Urban Ore

Matthew Levesque

Dan Knapp, Owner

701 Amador St.
San Francisco, CA 94124
(415) 285-7814

900 Murray St.
Berkeley, CA 94710
(510) 914-2701

buildingresourcessf@gmail.
com

dr.ore@urbanore.us

⓫ Daniel O. Davis, Inc.

⓮ Marin Community Benefit

Dustin Davis

Cooperative

1051 Todd Rd.
Santa Rosa, CA 95407
(707) 585-1903

William Callahan

dustin@davis
demolition.com

844 B St.
San Rafael, CA 94901
(415) 454-9948
bill@ohias.org
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